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Educating Tomorrow’s Women Today

Dear Parent(s) and Carer(s),
Welcome to our early April newsletter. Another busy half term with an Ofsted Inspection, a planned Financial Audit
and the new budget to set. Thank you to all parents and pupils contributing to Inspection questionnaires both online
during the inspection and in paper format in school at Parent Consultation Evenings throughout the year.
This week we received the formal outcome of this term’s Ofsted Inspection. It is good to have all the hard work of our
staff, Governors, pupils and their families reflected in an ‘Overall Effectiveness’ rated as Good. We pride ourselves on
the strong caring ethos within our school, which Ofsted also recognised with ‘Outstanding’ for ‘Personal Development,
Behaviour and Welfare”. A full copy of the report is available on our school website.
Again our thanks to families for their support with Year 9 Curriculum Evening and the Parent Consultation Evening,
which were both very busy as the girls explored choices and learnt more about the new GCSE courses. Our thanks
also, to families at the Year 10 Consultation Evening where we were sharing progress towards their new GCSE courses
with the new numbered grading system and additional grade. A huge thank you to Ms Middlehurst for so many
fantastic activities on our Curriculum and Achievement Day. It was lovely to see many girls working in vertical groups
sharing their learning, as you will see later in the letter.

Year 11 have been working constantly on their GCSEs including the new GCSEs in English and Mathematics
with 9 grades rather than 8 as in other subjects currently. Revision is key and many thanks to staff providing additional
tutoring before school, at lunchtimes, after school and in the next holiday too.
Pupils who are currently
underperforming have been targeted for extra support. Coursework deadlines for several subjects have passed, which
means pupils have already contributed to 60% of their final GCSE grade. Pupils completed their final practical exam
for Hospitality and Catering and the 2 course meals they designed, created and prepared were visually stunning. Pupils
have also completed 3 out of 4 of their European Computer Driving Licence assessments, with more than 90% having
passed all 3 assessments.
Planning for Prom is well underway and the Prom Committee have already raised almost £600. Year 9 pupils have
been helping by running a raffle and our congratulations to Sana, 9,2, who was the winner of the picture we showed
in the last newsletter. 133 pupils have paid their deposits already and the venue has been confirmed as Birmingham
City Football Club.
Work Experience will take place between Monday 19th June and Friday 23rd June. Pupils are being encouraged to find
their own placement and those who are having difficulty, will be supported.
Attendance is over 96%, with many pupils improving their attendance for the 2nd half of the term which is excellent!

Year 10 pupils are continuing to grow in confidence as they take on more responsibility around school.
They are being encouraged to take an active role in form time, such as organising and delivering activities and having
responsibility for reading out notices. They are
Year 10 developing financial management skills
generally working hard in lessons and many regularly
with staff from NatWest Bank on C&A Day
participate in out of hours learning. Several pupils have
attended the First Aid Workshop, which took place after
school and a number are participating the Big Sleuth
citywide art initiative.
There has been an improvement in their overall
attendance this year. At the end of HT3 Year 10
attendance was 96.02% compared to 95.09% at the same
time last year – thank you to parents for your support.

Year 9 pupils have been very busy with their
Curriculum Evening on 28th February followed by the
Parent Consultation on 6th March 2017 where 124 pupils and their parents attended. The feedback from the parent
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questionnaire was very positive, with the overwhelming majority of parents feeling that their daughter is well looked
after at school, receiving appropriate homework and making good progress. Any concerns are being followed up by,
the Pastoral Manager, Mr Ahmed as we continually seek to work closely with families of our pupils. Options choices
are being finalised as we write.
The whole of Year 9 also visited the Big Bang Fair at NEC to support their learning in Science on Thursday, 16th March.
Year 9 attendance is 95.51% overall just missing our 96% target but the number of pupils rewarded for 100%
attendance with no lates was excellent this term.

Years 7 and 8 have been involved in extra-curricular activities and wider school life this term.
It was a pleasure to see Years 7 and 8 presenting our assembly on Shrove Tuesday to all year groups. We are delighted
to announce that learning carried out by Year 7 and Year 8 pupils is on display as part of Oliver Beer’s exhibition at the
Ikon Gallery, more information on this exciting project later in the newsletter.
Year 8 pupils have played a large part in promoting
healthy minds for Children’s Mental Health Day. The
vast majority of Year 8 pupils have had the opportunity
to work for the day as Receptionists. An online Basic
First Aid course has been trialled by Year 8 pupils and it
is hoped this will then be available to the rest of the
school.

Year 10 developing leadership skills and
helping Year 8 learn about BSL on C&A Day

Attendance is above 96% for Year 7 and Year 8 pupils,
with a small minority who are falling well below this
figure who are being, monitored, to help improvement.
We thank parents for making non-urgent medical
appointments out of school time. The use of planners
as a tool for managing workload and time is an
important skill to develop and we are pleased that so
many parents take the time to check their daughter's

planner carefully each week.

Parental Communications Survey
Thank you to all the parents and carers that have completed the Parental Communications
Survey. Our school will be effected by the school budget reductions that have been
reported in the news recently. As a school, we need to ensure that our funding is spent in
the best way to support and enhance our pupil learning. One important aspect of a school
is the communication between the school and home, which enables us to work together
to support and help our pupils. With this in mind, we encourage all parents and carers to
complete the survey, which is available at http://ow.ly/EkFv30adk8w or by using the QR
code to the right. This will ensure that your views are included, as we review our current
and future communications.
Kind regards,

Mrs E Brown
Head Teacher
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Letter from the Chair of Governors
Dear Parent(s) and Carer(s),
Welcome to our April Newsletter. Governors have met once during this half term and have been involved in both the
Ofsted Inspection and the Financial Audit. My thanks to Governors, staff, pupils and families for their hard work this
term and support in everything we have done. We will publish the Inspection findings when received as per the
Inspection timetable, which includes their own rigorous process of validation.
In our strategic role, we have set the new Model Budget. This has been a challenging process as I am sure you are
aware from media coverage of proposed changes to school finances. Our budget figure increased by £8,000 only,
rather than the published average of 2.2%. This has meant hard decisions in order to make savings towards above
inflation increases in many services. We are constantly seeking best value and have reduced staffing through natural
wastage over several years. However, the associated costs of employer contributions to national insurance and
pensions has risen sharply in recent years while budgets have essentially reduced particularly over the last three years
as I mentioned in the February Newsletter. We have discussed the suggestions for savings published on the DfE
website and find that we have implemented many of the suggestions already. For example, we invested in the Energy
Efficiency project several years ago and this has helped us to reduce gas and electricity bills. We are also part of
Corporate Procurement, a citywide council service, which enables us to access citywide deals on utility bills and
contracts eg photocopiers. In April we will start working on proposals to reduce costs further, in view of proposed
changes to National Formula Funding.
Our humble thanks to both Deborah Webb and Rukhsana Afzal who have completed a term of service as Parent
Governors and also to Iftikhar Ahmed who has completed a term of service as a Staff Governor. In line with the new
Handbook for Governance and Framework of Competences for Governors, we have published the vacancies with
details of the roles and areas of expertise that we need to recruit and/or provide training for, to ensure breadth and
balance to the skills of the Governing Body. With three Parent Governor nominations there has been an election by
ballot – I am delighted to tell you that Noreen Akhtar and Ruksana Afzal have been elected as Parent Governors and
we will begin their induction next term. Iftikhar Ahmed, was nominated unopposed and therefore elected for
another term of service as Staff Governor.
Finally, I continue to meet with the Head Teacher on alternate
Friday afternoons and I am available to meet by appointment with
parents at this time. Please contact me via the Clerk, who can be
reached by post to the school address. Looking forward to meeting
with you at Parent Consultation Evenings this year.
Yours sincerely,

K Siva Yogaiswaran
Chair of Governors
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Reanimation - I
Wan’na be Like
You
On C&A Day last October, Year 7 and Year 8
pupils participated in an art project by the artist
Oliver Beer. The project engaged 2,500 children,
from early years up to the age of 13 from various
nurseries, children’s centres and schools around
Birmingham. Each drew a single film scene still,
which were then put in order of the children’s
ages to create a short animation film based on
the ‘I wan’na be like you’ scene from Walt
Disney’s The Jungle Book. Frame by frame the
scribbles of infants progressively give way to the
increasingly lucid drawings of children and then
adolescents, with the artwork becoming
increasingly ‘grown up’ as the film progresses.
This work touches on the inexorable passage of
time – through a time-based medium – in order
to develop our consideration of what it is like to
be human.

This showcase celebrates the achievements of
each child who took part in the project, inviting
visitors to view a range of the frames created,
each unique and different in style. The
Exhibition is on at the Ikon Gallery from 15
March — 4 June 2017, do visit to see our pupils
work in the exciting project.

Birmingham Civic Project
Year 9 pupils took part in the Birmingham Civic Society Project, Next Generation Award, during PSCHE lessons. Our
pupils worked in teams to investigate a local issue. They created proposals and plans to make improvements for their
chosen issue that would positively affect the life of people living in Birmingham. Many different issues were selected
including; litter, homelessness, better use of parks and youth centres.
With the projects completed, each Form selected one team to represent their Form in the Birmingham Civic Project
Competition. We welcomed members of the Birmingham Civic Society into school to judge each Form’s presentations.
All the groups achieved much and each group received a certificate of participation. After much deliberation, the
judges selected the team from 9,5 as our school winner. Well done to Maryam, Amna, Aamina and Mahnoor. They
will now compete against other schools in Birmingham as they progress to the next stage of the competition. If they
win they will receive £1500 to start there project to help make a difference in Birmingham.
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UNICEF
There are 13 active UNICEF ambassadors in school, who have been sharing their knowledge of the United Nation
Convention on the Rights of a Child to pupils around the school. This term we have worked to create a video about
UNICEF to show how Hodge Hill Girls' School allows pupils to enjoy their rights. The video also identifies examples of
the UNICEF articles found around school and demonstrates how we are striving towards becoming a Rights and
Respecting School. This video was well received when it was shared in assemblies for all year groups.
The school website also has a UNICEF section, which includes more information on
how Hodge Hill Girls' School is working to promote accessibility of the rights to every
child in the world. We are currently updating this site for parents to access, find
more information and support our work. The ambassadors are also developing
lessons for the PSHCE curriculum to support our learning on the convention articles.
We are hoping to share our knowledge with parents during Parent Consultation
Evenings where you will be able to have a look and find out more. Through this work,
our Pupil Ambassadors have gained experience and developed a variety of skills,
including communicating with others, helping pupils around the school and working
as a team.

Thank you
Thank you to everyone who supported our recent charity fundraising in aid of
Red Nose Day and Comic Relief. There were many different activities around
school, which enabled us to raise £561.29 to help make a difference to the lives
of people both in the UK and in some of the world’s poorest communities.
Well done to Tasleema and Razia, both from 10,IT, who took part in the
#bakeamillion challenge and baked this fabulous Malteser cake. This picture
was shared on the school’s social media Facebook and Twitter pages, resulting
in Maltesers donating an additional £5 towards the appeal.

Life in the First World War
Warrant Officer Miller, from the West Midlands Army delivered an excellent presentation about the life of a soldier in
World War 1. He explained the terrible conditions that the soldiers lived in and explored the harsh weather conditions
that they endured. Officer Miller also compared the lives of a solider during the First World War with a solider now in
the British Army. This contrasted the different
equipment, artillery and uniform. Two of our peers
wore the uniform of the times; one was dressed as a
soldier in the 20th century and one in a 21st century
uniform. We could clearly see a drastic change. It
was interesting to identify the scientific and medical
advancements since the First Word War. At the end,
we enthusiastically questioned Officer Miller to find
out more.
Overall, we really enjoyed the presentation, as we
intently listened to him about the life of a soldier in
the world war and learnt a lot!
(Bushra 9,2)
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Colomendy Residential
The Colomendy trip to Wales was lots of fun. It was a great
opportunity to make new friends and learn to do more things by
ourselves. Many activities took place, and most of them were quite
fun although some were scary too.
Food:
I personally think that the food there was mostly delicious. The meals
were breakfast, lunch and dinner. If you came late, there would be a
long line, but once you get you food, it was worth it.
Dormitories:
There were two bunk beds and separate toilet room in each
dormitory. Hodge Hill Girls’ School had two buildings of dormitories.
The rooms had heating and the toilet had a shower, toilet, mirror and
sink.
Activities:
There were a
range of activities
taking place, like
the leap of faith and Jacob’s ladder. Some of them were easy, some
were difficult, some were scary, some were tiring and some were
fun.
Jacob’s ladder was difficult, scary and satisfying. There were
multiple poles, with the distance between them growing as you got
higher. Before and after your turn, you helped each other by
holding the safety rope, which was attached to the person who was
climbing the poles.
The leap of faith was very scary. In my Year 7 group, I was the only
one to complete
it.
That
is
because many
people
were
scared (including
me!)
and
because it was a
bit hard.
What is the main idea I’m trying to get across?
I think the Colomendy trip was a great experience. I definitely
recommend all pupils to go next
year.
(Zara, 7.8)
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British Sign Language Enrichment Lessons
Learning British Sign Language (BSL) was fun and a really good experience.
During our lessons, we watched videos and did many practical activities to
practice our sign language.
We visited Braidwood School, which was
an amazing experience. It was a good
chance to practice BSL and I enjoyed to
sign to some of the pupils. I learned how
the pupils do their lessons and how they
communicate with each other.
Learning BSL has been a wonderful
experience and it has been a huge
pleasure to have the opportunity to learn it.
(Nadia, 10,12)

Follow Me
Year 9 and Year 10 pupils enjoyed an interactive performance of
‘Follow Me’ by Round Midnight. The performances explored three
different scenarios that demonstrated the push and pull factors that
can influence people’s actions. Within the school environment, our
pupils reflected on how each of these scenarios developed, which
raised their awareness and facilitated the consideration of strategies
to ensure they can remain safe.
These performances are part of an initative funded by The Home
Office to develop understanding and help pupils to protect
themselves from grooming and extremism.
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Tate Britain Gallery
GCSE Art pupils in both Years 10 and 11 visited the Tate Britain Gallery
in London, where they had a chance to interact with a wide genre of
art works across different historic periods. We travelled by coach and
once we arrived in London the girls had a brief glimpse of Trafalgar
Square, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament
before we arrived at the gallery. Inside the gallery, there were
exhibitions of paintings
and sculptures from the
sixteenth century onwards
including a large collection
of J.M.W. Turner’s work
featuring his dramatic
skies
and
historical
landscapes from the late
eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.
“Going to Tate Britain was an amazing and fascinating experience, one that
I'll never forget. This was the first time I had gone to an actual Art Gallery
and it was phenomenal. The artwork was aesthetically pleasing and
exquisite. It is definitely different from looking at a
piece of art through a computer screen, because up
close you can see every brushstroke and the colours
look a lot more elevating. I enjoyed seeing different
styles of art, for example, some artists like to use bold
brushstrokes for a rough look whilst others have
smoother strokes. One of my favourite paintings was
'Carnation Lily, Lily Rose' by John Singer Sargent. I found
that the colours he used created a magical and
innocent look about the painting. I would definitely visit
Tate Britain again in the future.”
(Raqeen, 10,12)

At the Cafe
On C&A day, I took part in the Urdu cafe. In the Urdu cafe,
we had to make menus in Urdu for our café, which we
were going to role-play. This was a chance for us to work
with others and share opinions and ideas. It was very
interesting and enjoyable as we learnt new vocabulary
and got to practise speaking in Urdu as well as acting. We
had the opportunity of holding a conversation in the Urdu
language.
(Imarah 7,MFL4)
On C&A day I enjoyed the café because we did role-play
and making menus. I found the role-play funny because
we had some jokes and I enjoyed speaking in Urdu when
ordering food.
(Aliza, 7,MFL2)
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Big Bang Fair
On C&A Day Year 9 pupils had a
fascinating day learning about
STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths) at the
Big Bang Fair.
I found the Big Bang very
interesting
and
enjoyed
speaking to many people on the
stands. I liked the show ‘Body
Hacking’ in particular. I would
love to go again, as it was an
amazing experience.
(Isha, 9,2)
I really liked The Big Bang Fair
because
it
was
really
interactive and fun. I went to many workshops and really liked running
against Usain Bolt, the CBBC station and the show. It was interesting to see
things under the microscopes such as leaves and my finger. I learnt a lot
and would love to go again.
(Sana, 9,5)
I found the trip to be interesting and fun. The shows were educational, yet
amusing. The stalls all have exciting activities to do, which were
informative. I enjoyed going around and seeing the different careers that I
could partake in. I think Year 9 next year will enjoy the trip a lot.
(Lojain, 9,7)

School Council Environment Project
On the 16th of March, the School Council held their
own planting project as an activity for the C & A Day.
Pupils from different year groups were involved in the
activity, led by the School Council Leadership Team.
Being the Environmental Leader of the School Council,
I was responsible for the planning activity, which
involved painting and designing pots, and recreating
an area by the tennis courts.

Along with being a fun outdoor activity, the
Planting Project was an excellent opportunity
for pupils to improve the school environment.
Enthusiastically pupils decorated colourful
plant pots, developing their creativity and
artistic abilities. They worked hard as a team,
in the windy outdoors to weed the garden
beds and paint the wooden plant containers.
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The project was also a good step towards initiating an
environmentally friendly attitude with other pupils of the
schools.
Due to the hard work of the pupils and the support from Ms.
Adu and the Pupil Leadership Team, the project was a major
success for the school environment, with major improvements
made in one day. I enjoyed working with all the other pupils
involved in the project and I believe they will continue to look
after the school environment in the future.
Wardah (11,LL)
School Council Environmentalist

Year 10 work with local Artist John Denaro
On C&A Day, local artist, John Denaro worked alongside our Year 10 artists to create fantastic self-portraits.
John Denaro’s work is realistic because he uses a lot of dark and shades to add
tone. Working with him for the day, I learnt that you can make mistakes and it
doesn’t matter because you can go over with chalk and make it accurate.
(Hawwa, 10,IT)
Working with John for
the day, I leant
different techniques
and to effectively use
chalk and charcoal for
drawing my portrait. I
felt very privileged to
have his guidance with
my portrait. It was
amazing.
(Sidrah 10,12)
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I learnt how to draw a larger scale and how to tone using different shades of
chalk. I usually use the grid method to draw faces, but with John, I learnt how
to draw my portrait using estimation to place the head, eyes and chin. I was
pleased with my work as I learnt how to draw using materials I would not
normally use.
(Amina 10,IT)
Working with John was
amazing because he
showed me how to
tone and get the
correct skin tone. I was
pleased with my work
because it looked like
me. The difficult part
was drawing with
different
coloured
chalk.
(Aaliyah 10,IT)

Teddy Bear Biscuits
Children’s Hospital

for

Birmingham

A team of pupils from Years 7 and 8, led by Year 10 pupils baked and
decorated some fabulous teddy bear biscuits on C&A Day. The Year 10 pupils
demonstrated great leadership skills, as they supported the younger pupils
and enhanced the learning experience. Some of the younger pupils were new
to kitchen production, but with teamwork, they worked well together on all
the tasks.
In the afternoon, pupils created fabulous designs as they decorated the

biscuits. The following lunchtime
the biscuits were very popular,
when their sale raised a fantastic
£138.50 for Birmingham Children’s
Hospital, supporting this year’s Big
Sleuth Appeal.
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Pupil views on further activities from
C&A Day
I now know some of the names of the items you use in
a science experiment. C&A day has helped me develop
a better understanding in science. (Laiba, 7MFL4)

Although it has not helped me for my lesson, book
folding still taught me a lot. First of all, it taught me a
new talent and hobby. It gave me a new interest and I
enjoyed it very much. (Sara 7,MU)
I learnt chess, which is not something you do on a
normal school day. It taught me concentration. (Sara
7,3)

First aid taught me vital skills, which might help
someone in an emergency. (Jannat 11,BL)

Unicef helps me to be responsible for my actions, to pay
attention in lesson and be grateful for my education,
because some children do not have the right to
education. (Aiyshah 10,A1)
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City Year
City Year UK mentors have been in
Hodge Hill Girls’ School since
January, providing in class support
to pupils across Years 7 to 11. On
top of this, they have run various
lunchtime activities including ‘50
Acts of Leadership’, which gives
pupils the opportunity to enhance
their leadership skills and consider
the leader they want to be. City
Year also run various afterschool
activities including; Art and
Creative Club, Chess Club and Film
Club. Currently, in Art and Creative
club, pupils are recycling old books
to create decorative pieces of art.
If you would like your daughter to attend any of these activities, please encourage them to speak to a member of City
Year staff to collect a consent form.

British values, Water Aid and persuasion
Finally, the collaborative project that began in the Summer of 2016,
between the Library, English and Geography departments,
culminated in a series of letters based on the themes of: British
values, Water Aid and persuasive writing. The letters, which were
carefully crafted by our current 8X2 pupils, promoted awareness of
water, literacy, justice and equality in the world. The letters were
addressed to the Rt. Hon. Liam Byrne MP, who in turn, submitted
them to 10 Downing Street. The Library display of British values,
charities and Water Aid also features in the Rt. Hon. Liam Byrne’s
official Facebook page.
Additionally, we received an extremely positive response to the
letters from Tim Boyes: “I have just read through the most amazing
pile of pupil letters re Water Aid … Did you really say they were Year
7? If so then, I am completely overwhelmed. There were some superb
persuasive writing that was really strong technically … I am fascinated
by the range of ways pupils have used a common set of source
materials to say things differently. The number of references to
mortality rates were moving … and made me read very carefully to
see why different authors had such different data. Can you please pass on my thanks and congratulations to the
teachers and pupils concerned… having presented them so impressively?”
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Notices
Contact Information
Please ensure that the school has the correct contact information. All changes to address, telephone or email should
be handed to reception or sent to enquiry@hodgehgs.bham.sch.uk or. For change of address, please also provide a
copy of a utility bill (e.g. council tax, electric, gas or water bill - not mobile phone bills)

Security and Parking
All visitors must display their pass for entrance to the site. Our Concierge will help you if you have an appointment in
school.
We respectfully request that you observe the restrictions on parking very close to school and consider the needs of
local residents. I have also been asked to remind parents that their daughters must wear seatbelts in all vehicles
including the community buses. Where girls do not observe this law, they are putting themselves and others at risk –
fines may be enforced by the police. Thank you for your co-operation in not driving into school at the beginning and
end of the day, thereby ensuring the safety of our own pupils and those of other local schools. If there are special
circumstances, please contact the school to make an application for a vehicle pass – hopefully such circumstances will
be rare. The community transport park in school, to avoid causing an obstruction on Bromford Road, leaving more
parking space for other parents. If you have authorisation to enter and leave the school by car, please be considerate
to avoid congestion in the narrow section of the driveway.
Mobile Phones
A reminder that mobile phones should not be on or out while on school premises, this includes the driveway. Pupils
must hand in their phone at the start of each day and collect it at the end of the day from the office. If a pupil is seen
with a mobile phone it will be confiscated and held until a parent can pick it up.
Early Arrivals & Breakfast Club
We open at 8:00am each day. Pupils must sign in and have parental agreement to be in school at this time. All other
pupils may come into school from 8:35am to fill water bottles and go to lockers and toilets ready to start registration
promptly at 8:45am. The Out of Hours Learning programme (OOHL) also supports a regular Homework Club at the end
of the day. The Homework Club runs Monday-Thursday from 3:20pm-4:20pm. See below for a list of activities and
clubs that run before school, during lunchtimes and after school.
List of Activities/Clubs
Activity/Club
Breakfast
Y7/8 ICT
Y9 ICT
Y10/11 ICT
Film Club
Art
Basketball
Music Club
Badminton
Science
Meditation
Netball

Day and Time
Daily, 08:00-08:35
Daily, 12:30-13:10
Daily, 12:30-13:10
Daily, 12:30-13:10
Tue-Thu, 12:30-13:10
Tue, Wed Lunchtimes
Tue & Fri Lunchtimes
Tue & Wed Lunchtimes
Wed Lunchtimes
Wed Lunchtimes
Thu Lunchtimes
Thu & Fri Lunchtimes

Room
Lower iLZ
OLC/UiLZ
Room 1
IT1/IT2
G. Centre
A1/A2
L. Gym
Music
U. Gym
LL Lab
PL Lab
U. Gym
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Activity/Club
Homework
Catch-up
Science
Basketball
Fencing
Y11 Mathematics
Y11 English
Film Club
Chess Club
GCSE PE
Y11 English
Football
Y11 Drama
Arts and Crafts
Netball
Dhol Drums
Art
History

Day and Time
Mon-Thu, 15:20-16:30
Mon-Thu afterschool
Mon & Thu until 16:00
Tue, 15:30 – 16:30
Tue, 15:30 – 16:30
Tue after school
Tue after school
Tue after school
Tue after school
Tue & Wed 15:30 – 16:30
Wed 15:20 – 16:20
Wed 15:30 – 16:30
Wed after school
Wed & Thu after school
Thu 15:30 – 16:30
Thu after school
Thu 15:20 – 16:30
Thu after school

Room
OLC
22
L. Gym
U. Gym
Various
Rm 4
Internet Cafe
Rm 21
U. Gym
iLZ / Rm 11
L. Gym
Drama
Rm 21 / A1
L. Gym
Music
A1/A2
Rm 18
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Aims
Pupils, Families, Staff and Governors working together in consultation to help every pupil make expected, better than
expected or exceptional progress by:
 Ensuring pupils achieve a minimum of 96% attendance and are not late
 Rewarding personal endeavour and community commitment
 Helping pupils overcome challenges in their work and behaviour
 Supporting physical health and emotional resilience
 Developing teaching and curriculum courses for high quality learning
 Developing the site, building and resources for best value 21st century learning

Calendar Dates
Date
Friday 07/04/2017
Monday 10/04/2017 to
Friday 21/04/2017
Monday 26/04/2017
Wednesday 26/04/2017
Friday 28/04/2017
Monday 01/05/2017
Thursday 04/05/2017
Friday 05/05/2017
Thursday 11/05/2017
Monday 15/05/2017
Monday 22/05/2017
Friday 26/05/2017
Monday 29/05/2017 to
Friday 02/06/2017
Monday 29/05/2017
Monday 12/06/2017
Wednesday 14/06/2017
to Friday 16/06/2017
Monday 19/06/2017
Monday 19/06/2017
Monday 26/06/2017
Tuesday 27/06/2017 to
Friday 30/06/2017
Friday 30/6/2017

Event
Staff Training Day
Easter Holiday
Governing Body Meeting
EAL Parent Briefing
Staff Training Day
May Bank Holiday
Year 7 Bully 4 U Online Safety Production
Year 8 HPV Inoculations
HSCP AGM 4:00pm to 6:00pm
External Examinations Start
Year 7 Parents Consultation Evening
Year 10 DTP and Meningitis ACWY Inoculations
Half Term Holiday
Ramadan Begins (TBC)
Governing Body Meeting (6)
Father’s Day Gift Shop - Lunchtimes
Year 6 Induction Evening and Open Evening
Year 7 and Year 8 Exam Week
Eid-Ul-Fitr (TBC)
Year 9 and Year 10 Exam Week
Year 11 Prom Evening

HODGE HILL GIRLS SCHOOL
Bromford Road, Birmingham, B36 8EY
Phone: 0121 464 3094. Web: www. hodgehgs.bham.sch.uk
@HodgeHillGirls
Hodge Hill Girls School
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